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ABSTRACT

For language modeling of spontaneous speech, we propose
a novel approach, based on the statistical machine transla-
tion framework, which transforms a document-style model to
the spoken style. For better coverage and more reliable esti-
mation, incorporation of POS (part-of-speech) information is
explored in addition to lexical information. In this paper, we
investigate several methods that combine POS-based model
or integrate POS information in the ME (maximum entropy)
scheme. They achieve signi cant reduction in perplexity and
WER in a meeting transcription task. Moreover, the model
is applied to different domains or committee meetings of dif-
ferent topics. As a result, even larger perplexity reduction is
achieved compared with the case tested in the same domain.
The result demonstrates the generality and portability of the
model.

Index Terms— language model, statistical transforma-
tion, spontaneous speech, automatic speech recognition

1. INTRODUCTION

Language modeling is one of key issues in spontaneous
speech recognition. Spoken-style expressions appeared in
spontaneous speech should be appropriately modeled along
with domain-relevant topics. Although a large amount of
well-matched data is needed, the amount of available spoken-
style text, especially faithful transcript, is usually limited be-
cause of transcription costs. Therefore, the conventional ap-
proach is combination of topic-relevant document databases
with some spontaneous speech corpus. This synthesis-based
approach is simple and effective. However, the resulting
model also contains irrelevant linguistic expressions which
may degrade ASR performance.

For better language modeling of spontaneous speech, ap-
proaches transforming a corpus or a model to the spoken-
style have been investigated. For example, Schramm et al.[1]
proposed generation of simulated spoken-style text by ran-
domly inserting llers into written-style text. Hori et al.[2]
proposed transformation of language model using a weighted
nite-state transducer (WFST) framework. We have also pro-

posed language model transformation[3] based on the sta-

tistical machine translation (SMT)[4] framework. Transfor-
mation patterns and their probabilities are estimated using
a parallel aligned corpus of the faithful transcripts and their
document-style texts. This method directly estimates N-gram
statistics without generating “virtual” transcripts, thus gener-
ates effective entries and reliable probabilities via statistical
framework. In [3], we reported a preliminary result in a meet-
ing transcription task.

The transformation or translation model is usually trained
with a small corpus, therefore, ef cient modeling is neces-
sary. To realize better coverage and more reliable estimation,
a model based on part-of-speech (POS) tags is introduced,
and integrated as a back-off scheme. In this paper, we investi-
gate the interpolation scheme of word-based and POS-based
models as well as the maximum entropy (ME) scheme which
integrates all available information.

The transformation model is expected to be domain-
independent and applicable to other domains than that of
the training data, although in the previous report[3] we only
tested on the same domain. In this paper, we also investigate
the generality and portability of the model by applying it to
different domains or meetings of various topics.

2. STATISTICAL TRANSFORMATION OF
LANGUAGE MODEL

Figure 1 shows a concept of the proposed statistical language
model transformation. It is based on the framework of sta-
tistical machine translation, where sentence Y of the target
language is generated from sentence X of the source lan-
guage, which maximizes posterior probability P (Y |X) based
on Bayes’ rule.

P (Y |X) =
P (X|Y )P (Y )

P (X)
(1)

In this work, we consider document-style and spoken lan-
guage as different ones, denoted by X and Y , respectively,
and estimate spoken language model P (Y ), which is formu-
lated as Equation (2) by rewriting Equation (1).

P (Y ) = P (X)
P (Y |X)
P (X|Y )

(2)
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Document-style LM P ( X ) Spoken-style LM P ( Y )

Transformation

model
P ( think ah this | think this )       = 0.500

P ( Verb ah Pron. | Verb Pron. ) =  0.600

…

N ( think this is) = 500

N ( bought those books) = 300

N ( think this is) = 250

N ( bought those books) = 120

N ( think ah this) = 250

N ( bought ah those) = 180

…

I think ah this is ah 

<sp> very difficult 

case …

Transcript  Y Document  X

I think this is very 

difficult case …

Parallel corpus

P ( Y | X )
P ( X | Y )

Fig. 1. Conceptual image of language model transformation

The conditional probabilities P (Y |X) and P (X|Y ), that is,
transformation model, can be estimated using a parallel cor-
pus of faithful transcripts and their corresponding document-
style texts. For N-gram language model, transformation is
actually performed on N-gram occurrence counts (NLM ).

NLM (yn1 ) = NLM (xn1 )
P (y|x)
P (x|y) (3)

Here, x and y are individual patterns that are transformed and
NLM (xn1 ) and NLM (yn1 ) are N-gram entries including them.

In our previous report[3], we estimated P (y|x) and
P (x|y) using simple statistics of transformation patterns ob-
served in a parallel corpus. Here, word contexts (neighbor-
ing words) are included in x and y to generate transformation
patterns and estimate probabilities. For example, to model
insertion of ller “ah,” we include neighboring words to gen-
erate a pattern: x = “think this” and y = “think ah this.”
This context-dependent model will improve the precision of
the model, but encounter the data sparseness problem, as the
size of the parallel corpus is usually small. To solve the prob-
lem, in this paper, we introduce more elaborate models, based
on linear interpolation and maximum entropy (ME) schemes,
which also consider POS (part-of-speech) information.

2.1. Training of transformation model

The basic word-based transformation model is trained di-
rectly using occurrence counts of word sequences. First,
statistics of document-style word sequence N(x) and corre-
sponding spoken-style word sequence N(y ← x) are calcu-

lated using an aligned corpus. Then, word-based transforma-
tion probabilities Pword(y|x) are estimated as following:

Pword(y|x) =
N(y ← x)
N(x)

(4)

The word-based statistics will easily encounter the data
sparseness problem. For better coverage and more reliable
estimation, we also introduce a model based on POS tags.
A POS tag is given to every contextual word using a morpho-
logical analyzer. Transformation probabilities P POS(y|x) for
POS-based patterns are estimated in the same way as Equa-
tion (4). Conditional probabilities Pword(x|y) and PPOS(x|y)
are also estimated accordingly.

2.2. Back-off scheme

The word-based and POS-based transformation models can
be applied to N-gram entries of a document-style language
model using Equation (3). As the simplest method to com-
bine word-based and POS-based models, a back-off scheme
is used:

P (y|x) =
{

Pword(y|x) if x → y exists
PPOS(y|x) else if xPOS → y exists

(5)

In this method, each word-based pattern is rst applied to N-
gram entries in turn, and transformation is performed with
Pword(y|x) when the pattern is matched. If not matched, then
POS-based pattern is applied.

2.3. Linear interpolation scheme

As an alternative to the back-off method, we introduce the lin-
ear interpolation scheme of the two models. In this method,
weighted sum of the word-based and POS-based probabili-
ties are used as a transformation probability, and transforma-
tion is performed if either word-based or POS-based pattern
is matched with the original N-gram entries.

P (y|x) = λPword(y|x) + (1 − λ)PPOS(y|x) (6)

2.4. Maximum entropy scheme

In the above methods, the word-based and POS-based models
are estimated separately and combined afterwards. To better
count lexical and POS information in an integrated manner,
we introduce the ME scheme. In this model, conditional prob-
ability P (y|x) is determined by

P (y|x) =
1
Z

exp

[∑
i

λifi(x, y)

]
(7)

where fi is a feature function, λi is a weight of a feature and
Z is a normalization factor. As features {fi} for ME, we use
preceding and following words and their POS tags. The ME
model is applied to every N-gram entry of the document-style
model, and spoken-style N-gram is generated if the transfor-
mation probability is larger than a threshold.
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Table 1. Perplexity and WER on Budget committee test-set

Model PP WER

Baseline 80.0 —

Mixture
+CSJ 75.9 19.84%

+Transcript 56.6 19.44%

Transformed
Back-off 52.7 19.43%

(Proposed)
Linear 53.0 19.47%
ME 55.4 19.73%

3. COMPARISON OF TRANSFORMATION MODELS

We have evaluated the back-off, linear interpolation and ME-
based transformation models on a meeting transcription task.
We collected four-year (1999-2002) archives of the minutes
of the National Congress of Japan for training of the base-
line trigram language model. The text size is 71M words.
They were transcribed and edited by professional stenogra-
phers in the Congress. They are not faithful transcripts since
typical spontaneous expressions such as llers and end-of-
sentence expressions are deleted or modi ed for documen-
tation. Therefore, we made accurate transcripts for another
set of meetings (mostly from the Budget committee in year
2003) to make a parallel corpus for training of the transforma-
tion model. Total amount of the training transcripts is 666K,
which is too small to directly train a language model.

For the test-set, we prepared transcripts of yet another
meeting from the Budget committee (in year 2003), which is
more spontaneous than plenary sessions in a parliament[5, 6].
The total number of distinct speakers is 23, so various spon-
taneous expressions are observed. The size of the test-set is
63K words.

For comparison, we prepared a language model (“+CSJ”)
by combining the baseline with the Corpus of Spontaneous
Japanese[7]. The CSJ consists of a large number of ex-
temporaneous public speeches (2.9M words), which are not
matched to the task domain. The mixture model was used
in our previous works[8]. We also prepared another mixture
model (“+Transcript”) using the baseline model and a model
trained with transcripts in the parallel corpus.

Table 1 shows perplexity by three models. All trans-
formed models signi cantly reduced perplexity. The perplex-
ity reduction over the baseline and our previous (“+CSJ”)
models are 35.0% and 30.6%, respectively, by the back-off
method. The reduction over the “+Transcript” model is 6.9%.
Performance of back-off and linear interpolation model is al-
most same, while ME model is slightly worse. The number
of trigram entries in the ME method is fewer than those of
other two transformed models, because transformation prob-
abilities generally get smaller by the ME estimation.

Then, we evaluated the transformed language model by
ASR experiments. In this experiment, the transformation

Table 2. Speci cations of language models

Model
Minutes Mixture Transformed

(“Baseline”) (“Mixture”) (“Proposed”)

Training
Minutes of Minutes Minutes

corpus
the National + +
Congress Transcript Parallel

Style Document Spontaneous Spontaneous
#Words 86.7M 86.7M+0.66M 86.7M+0.66M

Vocabulary size 51,671 52,093 52,093
#Trigrams 4.19M 4.32M 4.64M

model based on the back-off method was used. Acoustic
model was triphone HMM trained using academic presenta-
tions in the CSJ. The amount of training data is about 257
hours. Speaker adaptive training (SAT) and unsupervised
speaker adaptation by MLLR were performed. As a decoder,
our Julius rev-3.5.2 was used.

Word error rates (WER) are shown in Table 1. Compared
to our previous mixture model (“+CSJ”), the transformed
model improved WER by relatively 2.0%. The improvement
is statistically signi cant (p<0.05).

In these experiments, the “+Transcript” mixture model is
almost comparable to the proposed transformation model. We
presume this is because the parallel corpus and the test-set are
chosen from the meeting of the same (Budget) committee and
the same time period.

4. EVALUATION ON DIFFERENT TOPIC DOMAINS

In order to evaluate the generality of the proposed transforma-
tion model, we applied it to different topic domains from the
training data. We prepared various congressional committee
meetings held in year 2005, excluding the Budget committee,
as new test-sets. The total number of meetings is 25 and the
size of the test-set transcripts is 1.1M words. The average text
size per meeting is 45K words.

In this experiment, the baseline language model was en-
hanced by adding the training texts of year 2003. Its speci-
cation is shown in Table 2. The mixture model was made

by combining with the transcript of the parallel corpus. The
transformed model used was based on the back-off method.

Figure 2 shows perplexity by the baseline, mixture and
transformed models. In these cases, perplexity was sig-
ni cantly reduced in all meetings, even compared with the
“+Transcript” mixture model. Average reduction by the trans-
formed model is 20.5% against the baseline model, and 11.8%
against the mixture model. Particularly, perplexity reduction
against the mixture model is larger than that for the Budget
committee (6.9%), i.e., topically same meeting shown in the
previous section. The result shows that the proposed approach
is general and even more effective for different topic domains.
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30 40 50 60 70

Cabinet
Internal affairs
Foreign affairs
Judical affairs

Financial affairs
Environment

Security
Economy, trade & industry

Land, infrastructure & transport
Education, culture, sports, science &

Agriculture, forestry & fisheries
Health, labor & welfare #22

Health, labor & welfare #4
Audit & oversight of administration, section 2
Audit & oversight of administration, section 4

Question time
Constitution

Political ethics & election system
Northern & southern (Okinawa) territory
Prevention of terrorism & revival of Iraq

Problems on North Korea
Emergency defence

Anti-disaster
Problems on youth

Social securtiy
Average

Perplexity

Proposed
Mixture
Baseline

Fig. 2. Perplexity reduction for respective committee meetings

At this moment, we have made evaluation only with the
perplexity reduction. However, we expect that ASR accu-
racy will also be improved, even compared with the result in
the previous section, since the perplexity reduction is much
larger.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We have proposed a novel statistical transformation approach
which ef ciently generates a language model for sponta-
neous speech recognition. For better coverage and more re-
liable estimation of the transformation model, incorporation
of POS information is explored. Speci cally, we investigated
three methods: back-off method, linear interpolation, and ME
method. In the experimental evaluation, the simple back-off
and linear interpolation methods were more effective than the
ME method both in perplexity reduction and WER improve-
ment.

Furthermore, we have investigated the generality and
portability of the approach by applying the model to differ-
ent domains, or committee meetings of different topics. As a
result, even larger perplexity reduction is achieved compared
with the case tested in the same domain. The result is encour-
aging for further application and evaluation of the approach.
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